I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE have been a number of modifications to the traditional finite difference time domain (FDTD) especially in the last ten years, which avoids the limitations of the original paper [1] . One of them is implementation of the surface impedance boundary conditions (SIBCs) to remove the body of high conductivity from the computational space and replace it with a relationship between the tangential electric and magnetic fields on the surface of the body. Since the discretization size of the space in the FDTD lattice must be proportional to the wavelength propagating in the medium, removal of the medium, where the wavelength becomes very small, significantly simplifies the problem and consequently decreases the requirements of the computational resources.
This methodology has been successfully applied to FDTD for a variety of problems [2] - [4] . However, SIBCs presently used in FDTD codes are of the order of Leontovich's approximation in which the body's surface is considered as a plane and the field diffusion is taken into account only in the direction normal to the surface. As a result, the following important factors are neglected, namely: the curvature of the body's surface and the field diffusion in the tangential direction. Time domain SIBCs of high order of approximation allowing for these factors have been recently developed and implemented for the boundary element method [5] , [6] .
The purpose of this work is efficient implementation of high order SIBCs to FDTD method in order to improve an accuracy of the results without significant increase of the computational expenses as compared to low order SIBCs. S. Yuferev is with The University of Akron, Akron, OH 44325 USA and is currently on leave from Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences (e-mail: yuferev@uakron.edu).
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II. SURFACE IMPEDANCE CONCEPT
Consider an electromagnetic pulse traveling in nonconducting space toward the homogeneous lossy dielectric body. Without any loss of generality we restrict ourselves by consideration of 2-D problem shown in Fig. 1 . Then distribution of the field in both regions is described by Maxwell's equations:
Non-Conducting Region :
Conducting Region :
Let the incident pulse duration be such that electromagnetic penetration depth into the body remains small as compared with characteristic size of the body:
Then (2a) and (2b) can be solved by analytical methods under the boundary layer approximation [5] . As a result, the following time domain high order surface impedance boundary conditions can be written and used instead of (2a) and (2b): (4) 0018-9464/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE Here " " denotes the time-convolution product, is the local radius of the curvature, is the arc length, and time-dependant functions , are written in the following form:
where is the modified Bessel function of order and is the Dirac function. The first term in (4) is the Leontovich SIBC and other terms give corrections of the order of the Mitzner and Rytov approximations, respectively.
Basic property of the SIBC in (4) is the following:
where is small parameter since it is equal to the ratio of the skin depth and characteristic size of the body's surface.
III. FDTD FORMULATION
Since the high order SIBC takes into account curvature of the body it is natural to use generalized FDTD for curved surfaces (contour path method [7] ). In this method boundary cells adjacent to the surface of the scatterer are distorted in order to conform to the arbitrary curved surface of the scatterer. Fig. 1 shows a nonrectangular boundary cell for the generalized FDTD formulation. The magnetic field updating equation can be written in the following form: (7) where are the side lengths of the distorted cell and is the area of the patch.
Substituting SIBC (4) into (7) one obtains (8) Fig. 2 . FDTD boundary cell.
To approximate the term in discrete space, the following representation is used:
Notice that quantities in (8) is time indexed at time step so that the following approximation has to be done: (9) As can be seen from (8) and (9) the FDTD update equations for boundary cells are in implicit form and not suitable for computational purposes. However, property (6) makes it possible to reduce (8) using the perturbation technique to a series of equations that allow proceeding the numerical computation on the boundary in step by step manner.
IV. PERTURBATION TECHNIQUE
Following theory of the perturbation methods, we introduce the basic scale factors and for the current, Cartesian coordinates and time, respectively. Then we transfer to the following nondimensional variables [5] , [8] :
(10)
Here and below sign " " denotes nondimensional values.
With variables in (10), (7) parameters of an infinitely long conducting cylinder along the axis is considered in the scattered field formulation (Fig. 3 ):
Excitation
The following mesh parameters were used:
cm nsec
The diameter of the cylinder is 12 cells which is almost 1/3 of the average wave length of the Gaussian pulse ( ). is the duration of the Gaussian pulse. The distorted cells are used adjacent to the cylinder surface to conform FDTD cells to the curved surface. The total magnetic field at point A (Fig. 3 ) is observed and shown for low order and high order approximation and compared with each other for different values of small parameter.
According to [9] the selection of approximation order should be based on the small parameter value in the following ranges:
PEC conditions
Low order conditions
High order conditions
The agreement with the above range can be seen in the results. In Fig. 3 the difference between low and high order is significant since the small parameter is in the range of high order but when it is in the range of low order in Fig. 4 the difference is negligible. The next step in this work is to perform detailed analysis of limitations of the proposed method by comparison with the results obtained using the FDTD without an approximation. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The combination of FDTD with high order SIBC is used to solve transient scattering from body of finite conductivity. This technique, which had been successfully used in low order SIBC for FDTD and high order SIBC for boundary element method, is proved to be a good tool to remove the conducting body from the computation domain. This permits to use of smaller cell size, which leads to low computational cost. In addition to standard implementation of high order SIBC for FDTD, the perturbation technique is employed to transform implicit FDTD update equations on the boundary into series of equations similar to the low order SIBC for FDTD therefore the same approach can be used to efficiently solve the time convolution term.
